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Devotional of Saint Joseph so that All Souls of the World May Receive Forgiveness

To Be Prayed, above All, for Asia and Africa. 

In the Monthly Message of Saint Joseph, transmitted on August 19, 2014, at the Marian Center of

Aurora, Paysandu, Uruguay, the visionary Sister Lucía de Jesús, shared with us the following:

Saint Joseph appeared with a censer in His right hand and with a staff in His left hand, reciting a

prayer and asking us to begin writing it down. While He prayed, by His right and His left sides,

souls would pass that were being rescued from Africa and from the Middle East. Then, He

transmitted the following devotional:

First decade
By the Merciful Power of the

Celestial Father and under the intercession of the
Most Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph,
may all souls receive Forgiveness,

for Reconciliation with God.
Amen.

Second decade
By the Merciful Power of the

Celestial Father and under the intercession of the
Most Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph,
may all souls receive Forgiveness,
to achieve Peace and Redemption.

Amen.

Third decade
By the Merciful Power of the

Celestial Father and under the intercession of the
Most Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph,
may all souls receive Forgiveness,

for the absolution of their sins and the
dissolution of all suffering.

Amen.

Fourth decade
By the Merciful Power of the

Celestial Father and under the intercession of the  
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Most Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph,
may all souls receive Forgiveness,

to be healed from all evil
and so that all sorrow may be erased.

Amen.

Fifth decade
By the Merciful Power of the

Celestial Father and under the intercession of the
Most Chaste Heart of Saint Joseph,
may all souls receive Forgiveness
and the assistance that they need
to return to the Kingdom of God.

Amen.

On the tenth bead of each decade, repeat: Amen.

Union bead
Lord, may Your infinite Mercy

be poured upon the souls
of the world  and may they be forgiven
by the strength of Your Divine Love.

Under the intercession of Saint Joseph,
we clamor to You.

Amen.

"This is a prayer that I transmit to the world, so that all beings are able to receive the Grace of

being intermediaries between God and humanity, and so that through the devotion of the hearts, all

of the souls of this world may receive the opportunity of being forgiven and rescued by the merciful

Spirit of the Father.

My dears, I want to teach you to be missionaries by means of prayer also, which crosses the spaces

and reaches all the continents of this world; whose power heals and redeems all of the Kingdoms of

Nature, without distinction.

If you aspire to serve and to live a life of absolute service and charity, begin by discovering that the

greatest of services is found in the transformation of yourselves into an instrument of God. The

greatest service is found in awakening first your own spirit for the Divine Love, and in this way you

will be able to bring the Heart of the Father in all acts of life. Your lives will be turned into a

permanent act of charity and of service. 
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Do not waste the words of Those who, in humility, come to your assistance, but rather, with care,

seek that they will become life in your beings.

I leave to you today, My Love and My Peace, and I ask you to accompany Me in prayer for all those

who are in the world being instruments of darkness. That the souls may be forgiven for everything,

and that they may again find the path from which they became lost so that they may return to the

Heart of God, to living the Divine Laws.

I wait for you in prayer and in service, in humility and in fraternal and Christic charity."

Saint Joseph, Most Chaste and Eternal Server of God
 


